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ABSTRACT 
 

A cause-effect graph considers only the desired external behavior of a system by identifying input-output parameter relationships in 
the specification. When testing a software system with cause-effect graphs, it is important to derive a moderate number of tests while 
avoiding loss in fault detection ability. Pairwise testing is known to be effective in determining errors while considering only a small 
portion of the input space. In this paper, we present a new testing technique that generates pairwise tests from a cause-effect graph. 
We use a Boolean Satisbiability (SAT) solver to generate pairwise tests from a cause-effect graph. The Alloy language is used for 
encoding the cause-effect graphs and its SAT solver is applied to generate the pairwise tests. Using a SAT solver allows us to 
effectively manage constraints over the input parameters and facilitates the generation of pairwise tests, even in the situations where 
other techniques fail to satisfy full pairwise coverage.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 The focus of requirements-based testing is to design a 
necessary and sufficient set of tests from the requirement 
specifications to ensure that the design and code fully meet the 
requirements. The cause-effect graph technique formulates the 
requirements specification in terms of logical between inputs 
and outputs of a software system by using Boolean operators 
like AND, OR, and NOT for system modeling and test design 
[1]. One of the major challenges in testing a software system 
with cause-effect graphs is to reduce the total number of tests 
while still achieving the desired quality.  

Pairwise testing is a combinatorial technique used to 
reduce the number of tests in situations where exhaustive 
testing is not feasible [2]. Given a set of input parameters, a 
pairwise test set consists of tests which capture all possible 
combinations of pairs of input parameter values. For example, 
consider a system of 30 input parameters where each parameter 
can be assigned one of 10 values. Exhaustive testing would 
require the execution of 1030 input combinations. On the other 
hand, there are a total of 100 pairwise tests which capture all 
possible pairs of input values. Pairwise testing is based on the 
premise that most software faults can be captured by either 
single-value inputs or by an interaction between pairs of input 
values. Studies have shown pairwise testing to be a very 
practical and effective software testing criterion even though 
the size of test sets is dramatically reduced.  
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Traditional pairwise testing does not consider any 
relationships among input and outputs. It just requires input 
parameters and values which each input parameter can take on 
in order to generate pairwise test sets. The black-box nature of 
pairwise testing may miss some important tests [3]. For 
example, consider the following Boolean expressions with 
three Boolean input parameters (x, y, and z): F0=x or y; F1=F0 
or z. Then, the following test set of 4  tests captures all 
possible pairs of Boolean values for each pair of the Boolean 
variables x, y, and z: (x:T, y:T, z:T), (x:T, y:F, z:F), (x:F, y:T, 
z:F), and (x:F, y:F, z:T). Even when the operator ‘or’ is 
changed to ‘and’, the test set can also be a pairwise test set for 
the modified Boolean expressions because pairwise testing 
does not consider how inputs and outputs are related and what 
operators are used to connect them. Such ignorance in pairwise 
test generation can miss tests which would reveal certain faults 
such as ORF (Operator Reference Fault). 

We formulate the problem of generating pairwise tests 
from a cause-effect graph as a SAT (SATisfiability) problem 
and make advantage of a SAT solver for test generation. The 
idea of using a SAT solver was introduced in [4]. However, it 
is developed for test generation from feature diagrams used in 
the context of software product lines. We adapt the strategy to 
generate pairwise tests from cause-effect graphs. Specifically, 
we transform cause effect graphs into Alloy models and then 
produce pairwise tests via the Alloy analyzer [5]. Furthermore, 
we enhance traditional pairwise testing to consider how inputs 
and outputs are related and what operators are used to connect 
them.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 
we present a brief overview of the cause-effect graph and give 
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Furthermore, the constraints among the nodes are 
transformed to Alloy facts because they must hold for all 
configurations. Table 1 shows the transformation rules for 
Alloy facts. 

 
Table 1. Transformation rules for Alloy facts 

Constraints Alloy facts 
Ident(N1, N2) all c: Config | #c.f1=#c.f2 

AND(N1, {N2,…,Nm}) all c: Config | #c.f2=1 and #c.f3=1  
and … and #c.fm=1<=>c.f1=1 

OR(N1, {N2,…,Nm}) All c:Config| #(c.f2+...+c.fm)>=1<=> 
c.f1=1  

NOT(N1, N2) all c: Config | #c.f1=0<=>#c.f2=1 
E(N1, …, Nm) all c: Config |#(c.f2+...+c.fm)<=1 
I(N1, …, Nm) all c: Config |#(c.f2+...+c.fm)>=1 
O(N1, …, Nm) all c: Config |#(c.f2+...+c.fm)=1 
R(N1, N2) all c: Config |#c.f1=1=>c.f2=1 
M(N1, N2) all c: Config |#c.f1=1=>c.f2=0 
 

Fig. 6 shows the Alloy facts which represent the relations 
and constraints in the cause-effect graph of Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 6. Alloy facts for the cause-effect graph in Fig. 3 
 

3.3 Pairwise Test Generation 
Once a cause-effect graph has transformed to the Alloy 

model, we generate all possible combinations of pairs of nodes 
of the graph. If there are N nodes, there are a total of 2NC2. Of 
course, we need to remove the pairs with repetitions of the 
same node. For example, the cause-effect graph in Fig. 1 
generates 180 pairwise tests with 10 repetitions of the same 
node removed. 

In the next step, we need to eliminate the pairs which are 
not valid with respect to the Alloy model. A combination of 
nodes is said to be valid if it satisfies the semantics of the 
cause-effect graph. In order to determine if a pair satisfies the 
semantics of a cause-effect graph, we just check if there exists 
a configuration where the pair holds true. For example, 
consider the situation which both of the causes C2 and C4 in 
Fig. 1 are true. We know that C2 and C4 can never hold 
simultaneously because an Exclusive-or constraint between 
them exists. In the first place, we formulate the pair as the 
following Alloy predicate:  

 
pred t68 { 
 some c: Config |  #c.f6=1 and #c.f8=1 
} 
 

 

We perform the semantic check by giving a bound of 
exactly one on the Configuration signature. Then, the Alloy 
analyzer looks for an instance of the predicate, which would 
fail in the present case. In the example cause-effect graph, 36 
invalid pairs are captured, leading to 144 valid pairs which 
should be covered by tests. 

Finally, we generate pairwise tests from the Alloy model 
with valid pairs. Observe that we are concerned with tests 
consisting of only causes. Thus, nodes except causes need to be 
projected out from valid configurations.  In the case of the 
example Alloy model, this can be done with the following 
predicate: 

 
pred construct_test[c: Config, t: Test] { 

#t.t1=#c.f5 and 
#t.t2=#c.f6 and 
#t.t3=#c.f7 and  
#t.t4=#c.f8 

} 
 
sig Test { 

t1: lone C1, 
t2: lone C2, 
t3: lone C3, 
t4: lone C4 

} 
 

For example, in order to determine if it is possible to 
derive a test which cover two pairs, (C1:1, C2:0) and (C4:1, 
I1:0), the following predicate is employed:  

 
pred testGen { 

some t: Test|some c: Config |  #c.f5=1 and #c.f6=0 and 
construct_test[c, t] 
some t: Test|some c: Config |  #c.f8=1 and #c.f1=0 and 
construct_test[c, t] 

} 
 

We can generate pairwise tests by including all the Alloy 
representations of valid pairs in the above ‘testGen’ predicate 
and solve the resulting Alloy model at once. However this 
approach may fail if the number of pairs to be covered is huge.  

In this paper, incremental test generation is performed. In 
the incremental approach, we continue to add a new pair until 
solutions can be found within the specified scope. If the Alloy 
analyzer fails to find any solutions to the Alloy model, the 
current scope value is incremented by one and tries to solve the 
model in that incremented scope. This process continues until 
no more pairs to be considered exist or the specified scope is 
reached. If the specified scope is reached and there still remain 
pairs to be considered, we reset the scope and the process is 
repeated for the remaining pairs. We then delete all the 
redundant tests in the final test suite. 

 
Table 2. A test set generated using our approach 

C1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
C2 0 1 1 1 0 0 
C3 0 0 0 1 1 0 

fact { 
 all c: Config | (#c.f5=1 and #c.f6=1) <=> #c.f1 = 1 
 all c: Config | (#c.f2 = 1 <=> #c.f1=0) 
 all c: Config | #(c.f2+c.f7)>=1 <=> #c.f3=1 
 all c: Config | #c.f3= 1 <=> #c.f9=1 
 all c: Config | (#c.f3=1 and #c.f8=1) <=> #c.f4=1 
 all c: Config | #c.f4=1 <=> #c.f10=1 
 all c: Config | #(c.f8+c.f6)<=1 
 all c: Config | #c.f7=1=>#c.f5=1 
} 
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